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Common 2D cell cultures do not adequately represent the functions of 3D

tissues that have extensive cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions, as well as

markedly different diffusion/transport conditions. Hence, testing cytotox-

icity in 2D cultures may not accurately reflect the actual toxicity of nano-

particles (NPs) and other nanostructures in the body. To obtain more

adequate and detailed information about NP–tissue interactions, we here

introduce a 3D-spheroid-culture-based NP toxicology testing system.

Hydrogel inverted colloidal crystal (ICC) scaffolds are used to create a

physiologically relevant and standardized 3D liver tissue spheroid model for

in vitro assay application. Toxicity of CdTe and Au NPs are tested in both

2D and 3D spheroid cultures. The results reveal that NP toxic effects are

significantly reduced in the spheroid culture when compared to the 2D

culture data. Tissue-like morphology and phenotypic change are identified

to be the major factors in diminishing toxicity. Acting as an intermediate

stage bridging in vitro 2D and in vivo, our in vitro 3D cell-culture model

would extend current cellular level cytotoxicity to the tissue level, thereby

improving the predictive power of in vitro NP toxicology.
1. Introduction

Virtually all cells in the body reside in a 3D environment,

which is critical for their growth and metabolism.[1] The

phenotype and function(s) of individual cells are highly

dependent on sophisticated interactions with 3D-organized

extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and neighboring cells.[2]
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However, these cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions are

considerably reduced in the case of 2D cell culture on a flat

substrate, which in turn significantly limits their ability to

recapitulate the appropriate level of in vivo cellular

responses.[3] Therefore, despite providing valuable and

important information, tests based on in vitro 2D-cell-culture

models do not accurately predict in vivo toxicity and other

biological effects due to the absence of key physiological

processes[4] such as transport of nanoparticles (NPs) through

cell layers when they are brought in contact with the tissues.

Also, essential effects of NPs (and other substances) are

neglected with respect to cellular functions that are strongly

dependent on 3D organization. For example, the enhanced

specific protein secreting function of granular epithelial cells

can only be observed when they form a 3D-organized acinus

structure.[5] As an additional piece of evidence substantiating

the significance of expanding cell toxicity assays from 2D to 3D

cultures, one also must mention that it has become increas-

ingly apparent that there is a large discrepancy in toxicity

results depending on whether in vitro 2D-cell-culture or

animal models were used.[6] For instance, recent studies on

toxicity testing of quantom dots,[7] magnetic NPs,[8] carbon
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nanotubes,[9] and fullerenes[10] using in vitro 2D cell culture

showed high cytotoxic effects. However, when they were tested

in animal models, no adverse effects were observed.[11–14]

In vitro 3D-cell-culture models have been introduced to

bridge the gap between in vitro 2D-cell-culture and in vivo

models.[15] Multicellular spheroid culture is expected to be the

most effective 3D-cell-culture model.[16,17] Extensive cell–cell

interactions in a 3D-assembled sphere-shaped cell colony

promote the recovery of original tissue morphology and

function. For example, histological and electron microscopic

analysis of the structure of human tumors and their spheroid

counterparts are nearly indistinguishable.[18] Spheroid culture

of hepatocytes has demonstrated excellent viability while

preserving the liver’s metabolic functions.[19] For that reason,

it is expected that toxicity testing based on physiologically

relevant spheroid models can extend current cellular level

cytotoxicity to the tissue level.[4,17] Therefore, it can enhance

the predictive power of current in vitro toxicity testing for

estimating in vivo toxicity.

Methods for the toxicity testing of NPs are basically the

same as the techniques used in modern drug development,

however, the toxic mechanism of NPs can be more diverse

than that of drug compounds. NPs can be indiscriminately

transported into cells due to their comparable dimension to

biological macromolecules.[20] Fiber-shaped NPs such as

nanowires, nanotubes, and nanofibers have a high probability

for the penetration of cell membrane and tissue layers, as has

been reported for asbestos.[21] Decomposed NPs generate free

radical species or toxic ions that can injure plasma membrane

functions by reducing membrane integrity or impairing ion

channel transport.[22] Additionally, there are potentially more

unrecognized harmful effects of NPs considering the great

diversity of engineered NPs in chemical composition, size,

shape, charge, coating, solubility, and so on.[23–25] Equally,

there might be some potentially unrecognized beneficial

effects related to the same factors. Until now all of the in vitro

NP toxicity testing has been performed using 2D cell

cultures,[26] and it will be very important to demonstrate a

suitable 3D cell model for NPs and compare the results with

2D cell cultures.

In the present report, we introduce for the first time a 3D-

spheroid-culture-based NP toxicity testing system. Our initial

target is preparing 3D-liver-tissue-spheroid models with the

human hepatocarcinoma (HepG2) cells since the liver is the

major organ for NP accumulation.[27] Inverted colloidal crystal

(ICC) topology prepared from a transparent and cell repulsive

polyacrylamide hydrogel was used as a 3D-cell-growth

substrate.[28] The ICC geometry induces spheroid formation

of HepG2 cells, and optical observation is readily accessible

through the transparent hydrogel matrix. Mature spheroids

can be stably entrapped into ICC pores since their diameter

became larger than channel dimension. Importantly, the

stringently controlled topology of ICC scaffolds made of

monodispersed micrometer-sized beads results in a narrow

size distribution of spheroid diameters. As a result, we

obtained homogeneous HepG2 spheroid arrays that permit

the systematic and reproducible characterization of the effect

of NPs on liver tissue. The toxic effects of CdTe and Au NPs

were tested using a number of different approaches, including
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morphology, membrane integrity, metabolic activity, and cell

death mechanism, and a comparison was made with conven-

tional 2D-culture-based cytotoxicity. Our results clearly

indicate the significance of the 3D-cell-culture model to in

vitro testing of NP toxicity and the need of implementing

standardized 3D in vivo models for NP research.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Pocket ICC Scaffold Design

Standardization of spheroid diameters and total cell

numbers are critical issues to obtaining reproducible analytical

results from 3D cultures. The biological activity of a spheroid

is closely related to the size of their diameter.[29] For instance,

spheroids having excessively small diameters would not have

the proper tissue level of physiological properties and would

instead remain at the cellular level due to the lack of cell–cell

interactions. Increasingly large diameters cause cells at the

center of the spheroid to suffer from hypoxia and inadequate

nutrient transport owing to the limited diffusion of oxygen and

nutrients.[16] As a result, a significant portion of cells

ultimately undergo necrosis. Therefore, to achieve a homo-

geneous and meaningful level of biological properties,

spheroids should have appropriate diameters with the

narrowest size distribution possible. Also, total cell numbers

need to be consistently regulated for the convincing

quantification of intra- and extracellular proteins because

these assay results are intrinsically dependent on the number

of cells involved.

Our approach started with recently introduced polyacry-

lamide hydrogel ICC scaffolds.[28] The primary structure of an

ICC scaffold consists of highly organized and uniformly sized

spherical pores.[30] Polyacrylamide hydrogel is well-known for

its biocompatibility, transparency, and nonfouling properties.

Therefore, the ICC topology created with a cell-repulsive

hydrogel matrix exhibits excellent physical and chemical

properties for spheroid formation with a narrow size

distribution while simultaneously retaining a high optical

analytic capability. However, in the previous variants of ICC

scaffold design, a number of cells were released right after

seeding from the bottom of the scaffold due to the completely

interconnected and open porous ICC structure, which caused

difficulty in controlling the total cell number within the

scaffold. Moreover, the released cells grew in a 2D environ-

ment on the bottom of the well-plate, hindering the

reproducibility of the experiment and reducing the 3D culture

effect (Figure 1A and Supporting Information Figures 1 and

2). To circumvent this issue, we modified the ICC scaffold

design to have open pores only on the top side, which is used

for cell seeding. Pores on the bottom and edge planes are

enclosed by bulk hydrogel to reduce the chance for cell loss

(Figure 1B). Although macroscale pores are sealed, sufficient

oxygen and nutrient exchange is still maintained in the scaffold

due to the presence of submicrometer-scale pores in the bulk

hydrogel. Importantly, once individually seeded cells form

multicellular spheroids, the spheroids can permanently remain

within each pore because their diameters become larger than

the channel dimension (Figure 1C). In this way, we can
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 10, 1213–1221
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Figure 1. Schematic of cell seeding and spheroid growth in ICC scaffolds. A) Diagram of an

open ICC scaffold that loses a significant number of cells right after seeding. B) A pocket ICC

scaffold that considerably reduces cell loss through its closed bottom and edge plane pores.

C) After 3–5 days of culture, single cells form spheroids whose diameters become larger than

the channel size. As a result, the solid spheroid can stably remain in the pore. In a way, the ICC

scaffold serves as a pocket for spheroids.

Figure 2. 3D liver tissue spheroids formation in hydrogel ICC

scaffolds. SEM image of A) a colloidal crystal template prepared with

156�8.4-mm-diameter glass microspheres, B) ICC geometry created

with polyacrylamide hydrogel, C) a pocket ICC scaffold (the arrow

indicates a pocket wall), and D) a multicellular spheroid formation of

HepG2 cells after 5 days of culture. The hydrogel scaffolds and

spheroids were dehydrated with ethanol before imaging, causing

shrinkage of both pore and spheroid dimensions.
minimize cell loss during seeding and stably maintain total cell

numbers, a distinct advantage for all assay applications.

2.2. Liver Tissue Spheroid Preparation

An absolute spheroid size suitable for toxicity testing and

other assays has not been identified. Considering the

previously reported data,[31,32] we aimed to control spheroid

diameters in this study at around 100mm so as not to induce

hypoxic culture conditions while recovering tissue-level

physiological properties. The spheroid diameters are depen-

dent upon pore dimensions, which can be easily regulated by

changing the size of the microspheres in the colloidal crystal

template. Here, we used glass beads with a diameter of

156� 8.4mm for preparing colloidal crystals. Final ICC

scaffolds have 174.6� 10-mm-diameter pores, approximately

10%–13% larger than the template bead sizes due to swelling

of the hydrogel matrix, and 49.6� 7-mm-diameter intercon-

nected channels, approximately 30% of pore diameters

(Figure 2A and B). The overall dimensions of a cylindrical-

shaped pocket ICC scaffold were 6.5 mm in diameter with a

thickness of 1–1.5 mm, including 0.5–0.8 mm of bulk hydrogel

on the bottom side (Figure 2C).

Other important factors controlling spheroid diameter

include cell seeding density and methods that determine the

homogeneous distribution of the appropriate number of cells

in each pore. In order to achieve uniform cell distribution and

minimize cell loss during seeding, we inoculated a small

volume of a dense cell suspension (5� 105 cells per 20–30mL)

on top of a slightly dried hydrogel scaffold. The entire cell

suspension solution readily permeates into the dehydrated

hydrogel ICC scaffold, improving the quality and efficiency of

cell seeding. After 3–5 days of culture, the individual cells

formed solid spheroids with constant diameter. The measured

spheroid diameters were on average 99.8� 14mm, which is

approximately 56% of the pore diameter and 180% of the

channel diameter (Figure 2D). Indeed, single spheroids could

permanently reside in one pore due to the ‘‘ship-in-a-bottle’’

effect that significantly improved the quality of 3D-spheroid-

based assay results by keeping the total amount of cells

constant. It also exhibited other advantages, such as prevent-

ing spheroids from merging, because without physical barriers

spheroids tend to aggregate, and keeping spheroids in the
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same position, which allows the tracing and

3D imaging of spheroids under optical or

confocal microscopes.

2.3. Morphological Evaluation of NP
Toxicity in 3D Spheroids

We tested two types of NPs: CdTe and

Au, which hold great potential for various

biomedical applications. The exact mechan-

ism of semiconductor NP (e.g., CdTe and

CdSe)-induced toxicity is unclear, however,

it has been identified that the most

important aspect is the stability of NPs

under physiological conditions, that is,

intracellular and in vivo, as well as during
synthesis and storage since they are susceptible to photolysis

and oxidation. Released free cadmium and reactive oxygen

species impair cell function and eventually kill the cells.[7,33]

For example, Derfus et al. demonstrated that decreased

photostability of CdSe NPs under exposure to ultraviolet light

caused liberation of free Cd2þ, which in turn enhanced

cytotoxicity.[34] Kirchner et al. reported that the core–shell

structure of CdSe/ZnS significantly reduced the cytotoxicity of

CdSe NPs by protecting the core from oxidation and

preventing it from leaching into the surrounding solution.[35]

The cytotoxicity of semiconductor NPs also differs depending

on their size,[11,33] and stabilizer chemistry, and surface

modification.[7,36] On the other hand, Au NPs have excellent

stability and major factors inducing toxic effect are shape, size,

and stabilizer chemistry.[37,38]

In this study, we intentionally used unmodified L-cysteine-

stabilized CdTe NPs, which are unstable and quite toxic, in
www.small-journal.com 1215
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Figure 3. Comparison of 2D and 3D culture of HepG2 cells after 12 h of

CdTe NP exposure. A–D) Optical images of normal A) 2D and C) 3D

spheroid cultures. After CdTe NP introduction, the 2D culture showed a

dramatically different morphology (B), while it was hard to distinguish

any change in the 3D culture under an optical microscope (D).

E–H) Confocal images of live/dead-stained normal E) 2D and G) 3D

spheroid cultures; live cells are green and dead cells are red. Most cells

in both cultures showed excellent viability. F) Again after CdTe NP

exposure, 2D culture revealed that a significant number of cells were

dead. H) Although a few cells located on the surface of spheroids were

dead, overall the number is much smaller than the 2D culture.
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order to highlight the different cellular effects between 2D and

3D spheroid cultures. The CdTe NPs have a photolumines-

cence peak at 577 nm and an average diameter of D¼
2.9� 1.0 nm (Supporting Information Figure 3). The CdTe

NP concentration was constantly maintained at 10mg mL�1

while varying the exposure time up to 24 h. In the case

of Au NPs, we tested citrated-stabilized (D¼ 3.5� 0.7 nm)

and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)-stabilized

(D¼ 5.5� 0.6 nm) spherical Au NPs. Their concentration

and exposure time were maintained at 98.5mg mL�1 of Au and

24 h, respectively. All toxicity testing was performed with
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freshly synthesized NPs less than a week after preparation, but

we observed increased toxic effects of CdTe NPs over time due

to decomposition (Supporting Information Figure 4). In

addition, to establish comparable testing conditions in both

2D and 3D cultures, we kept the same culture volume (1 mL)

and a similar number of cells at the point of toxicity testing.

Since the cell proliferation rate in spheroid culture is

considerably slower than in 2D culture, five times fewer cells

were seeded for 2D cultures (1� 105 cells) than 3D cultures

(5� 105 cells). After 5 days of culture, the point at which 3D

cultures form solid spheroids and NP exposure began, total

cell numbers in both cultures were approximately equal.

Additionally, we normalized toxicology assay results with total

DNA content.

We first investigated the cellular morphology change

because it is an obvious initial sign of toxic effects. In 2D cell

culture, HepG2 cells normally have a flat shape after spreading

out on a well-plate while closely attaching to each other.

However, their morphology dramatically changed after 12 h of

CdTe exposure. A significant number of shrunk and rounded

cells were observed with some partially detached from the

well-plate (Figure 3A and B). Similarly CTAB–Au NPs

induced substantial morphological change of cells in 2D

culture, however there was negligible alteration of cellular

structure in citrate-stabilized Au NP contact culture (Support-

ing Information Figure 5). No significant morphological

alteration was noticed in 3D spheroid culture except only a

slightly rugged spheroid surface in the CdTe and CTAB–Au

NP-treated cultures (Figure 3C and D).

To distinguish more clearly between live and dead cells, we

stained the cells with live/dead assay dyes and imaged them

under a confocal microscope. In 2D culture, it was apparent

that dead cells (red) morphed into a granular shape and fell

away from the plate after losing their cell–cell and cell–

substrate interactions (Figure 3E and F). Although the

spheroid culture did not undergo a distinct morphological

change, a few dead cells were observed on the surface of

spheroids with a rugged exterior, as discussed above. There

were noticeably fewer dead cells in the spheroid culture than

the 2D culture (Figure 3G and H).

We further characterized morphological change using a

scanning electron microscope (SEM). In normal conditions,

individual cells are hard to distinguish in both cultures because

they form tight cell–cell junctions covered by a pervasively

developed ECM layer (Figure 4A and D). After 12 h of CdTe

NP exposure, dying or dead cells could be distinguished as they

were separating from a live cell colony. This phenomenon was

very obvious in 2D culture (Figure 4B). In spheroid culture,

dead cells could be identified as protruding bulbs, but they did

not separate from the spheroid (Figure 4E). It seemed that

cells in a spheroid were tightly packed together and formed

intensive junctions with adjoining cells. Thus, dead cells could

stay in the spheroid despite losing their cell–cell interactions,

and the overall spherical shape could be maintained.

To further examine the toxic effects of CdTe NPs, we

extended the exposure time to 24 h. As expected, longer

treatment caused severe damage in 2D culture. A significant

number of cells were dead and detached from the well-plate.

Even cytoskeletons of dead cells were readily identified
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 10, 1213–1221
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Figure 4. SEM images of 2D and 3D spheroid cultures before and after CdTe NP exposure.

Typical morphology of A) 2D and D) 3D spheroid cultures after 5 days without CdTe NP

exposure. The surface is very smooth due to tight cell–cell junctions and a well-developed

ECM layer, making it hard to distinguish individual cells in both cultures. Representative

morphology of B) 2D and E) 3D spheroid cultures after 12 h of CdTe NP treatment. Dying cells

gradually lose their cell junctions. B) Shrunken cell bodies detached from the cell colony were

easily recognized in 2D culture, while in 3D spheroid culture, dying or dead cells located on

the surface were partially dissociated from the spheroid and appeared as protruded blobs (E).

Morphological change of C) 2D and F) 3D spheroid cultures after 24 h of CdTe exposure. C) In

2D culture most of the cells were dead and a considerable number of cells were detached

from the substrate. F) Although cells in spheroid culture were damaged, the multilayered

structure buffered any toxic effects to inner cells. The intact inner cell mass was observed after

partially detaching dead cell bodies on the surface of the spheroid by fixing the culture in

formaldehyde for 1week.
(Figure 4C). Similarly, in spheroid culture the surface

roughness increased, corresponding to an increase in dead

cell bodies. Individual dead cells were easily recognizable but

they still remained on the spheroid. In order to observe the

inner part of the spheroids, samples fixed in formaldehyde

were left for 1 week to allow partial detachment of the dead

cell bodies from the surface of the spheroid. Characterization

of the spheroids revealed that the inner cell mass was

preserved while the outer layer of cells was severely damaged

(Figure 4F). CTAB–Au NPs showed similar results to CdTe

NP-treated culture. Again no significant morphological

change was observed for citrate–Au NPs.

Our morphological study results clearly indicate that the

degree of toxicity of CdTe and CTAB–Au NPs to the spheroid

culture is substantially lower when compared to the 2D

culture. The most obvious reason for that is the diffusion of

NPs into the spheroid. Densely packed cells in the spheroid are

covered by a well-developed layer of ECM common for all

tissues that reduces the penetration of toxicants. Hence, the

inner layer of cells received less damage than cells in the outer

layer. Also the dead cells on the outer layer of the spheroid

potentially acted as a temporal protective barrier against toxic

materials as they increased the thickness of the ECM.

2.4. LDH and MTT Assays

In the next step, the toxic effects of NPs were evaluated

quantitatively utilizing lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and
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methyl tetrazolium (MTT) assays. The

LDH assay detects the amount of LDH

that leaks out through the plasma mem-

brane of damaged cells. This extracellular

protein assay protocol was identical in both

2D and spheroid cultures. The MTT assay

measures the amount of enzymatically

reduced MTT by the mitochondria. Thus,

cell lyses utilizing a detergent or lyses

buffer were required. In the scaffold-based

spheroid culture system, an additional

spheroid and scaffold destruction step was

needed to make a homogeneous cell lysate.

As a result, we tore down and sonicated the

ICC scaffolds. To keep the same assay

conditions, 2D culture samples were also

treated in the same manner. Both cultures

were treated with CdTe NPs for 12 h and Au

NPs for 24 h before running the assays.

As expected from the morphological

study, the toxic effects of CdTe NPs were

significantly reduced in spheroid cultures

(Figure 5). Specifically, the results showed

five times lower LDH leakage and two

times more reduction of mitochondrial

activity than in 2D cultures. The different

sensitivity of the assay results was

expected due to the nature of each assay

and the different cell phenotypes. For

example, the LDH assay is more sensitive

to the number of cells at the solution
interface capable of leaking their cytosolic contents into the

media. All of the cells in 2D culture are exposed to the

solution, while only a small portion of cells in spheroid

culture make direct contact with the solution interface. The

remaining cells are enclosed by the outer layer of cells. For

this reason, it caused a larger gap between two cultures. In the

MTT assay, however, cells are dissolved before analysis and,

therefore, the cell phenotype is more closely related than

diffusivity or the number of exposed surface cells. In the case

of spheroid culture, one can consistently see a considerably

reduced proliferation rate that causes the accumulation of a

quiescent cell phenotype, which in turn gradually reduces cell

metabolic activity.[16] Since mitochondria produce about

90% of the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) required for cell

survival, down-regulated mitochondrial activity in spheroid

culture caused significantly reduced MTT activity compared

to 2D culture despite the similar number of cells in both

cultures.[39] Therefore, the MTT assay results after CdTe NP

exposure are required to be calibrated with control samples.

The drop in MTT activity was almost two times higher in 2D

culture than 3D spheroid culture (Figure 5B). Similarly we

observed a significantly reduced toxic effect of CTAB–Au

NPs in spheroid culture. More specifically, LDH leakage and

decreased mitochondrial activity was three times lower in

spheroid culture than 2D flat culture. Citrate–Au NPs slightly

reduced mitochondrial activity (5%), however there was no

substantial change of LDH leakage in both 2D and 3D

cultures (Figure 6).
www.small-journal.com 1217
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Figure 5. Quantitative comparison of toxicology assays between 2D and 3D spheroid culture

after 12 h of CdTe NP exposure. A) Normalized LDH assay results. LDH activity before

treatment was similar between the two cultures. However, after CdTe exposure, LDH leakage

in 2D culture (1047%) was almost five times higher than spheroid culture (212%). B) MTT

assay results. In control samples, MTT activity in the 2D culture was more than two times

higher than the 3D culture due to down-regulated cellular metabolism. Upon exposure to

CdTe NPs, the decrement of mitochondrial activity from the control group in the 2D culture

(56%) was approximately two times higher than the spheroid culture (31%).

Figure 6. Quantitative comparison of toxicology assays between 2D and 3D spheroid culture

after 24 h exposure to Au NPs having two different stabilizers. CTAB–Au NPs caused severe

toxicity but citrate–Au NPs induced negligible toxic effects. CTAB–Au NP toxicity was

significantly reduced when it was tested in 3D spheroid culture. A) Normalized LDH assay

results demonstrate three times less LDH leakage of CTAB–Au NPs in 3D culture. B) MTT assay

result shows that three times less reduction of mitochondrial activity of CTAB–Au NPs in 3D

culture.

Figure 7. Kinetic studies of the cell death mechanism. Representative

data of combined LDH and Caspase-3/7 assay results over a span of

24 h, with measurements at eight different time points. The results were

normalized with dsDNA quantification data. The LDH assay, the

absorbance value on the right y-axis, was used as a necrosis marker.

The Caspase-3/7 assay, the luminescence value on the left y-axis, was

used as an apoptosis indicator (n¼ 3 at each time point, total n¼ 24 in

each type of culture, where n is each independent experiment).
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2.5. Cell Death Mechanisms

The MTT assay results reflect that reduced CdTe NP

toxicity in spheroid culture is closely linked to a change of cell

phenotype. With this in mind we hypothesized that CdTe NP-

induced toxicity would cause different cell death mechanisms,

that is, dying cells in spheroid culture would undergo more

apoptosis but less necrosis than in 2D culture. Necrosis is a

catastrophic cell death caused by acute cellular injury,

resulting in the release of cytosolic proteins into the

intercellular space. Apoptosis is a controlled, natural cell

death mechanism. Compared to necrosis, the apoptotic

process does not release intracellular constituents into the

extracellular milieu but instead presents various signaling

molecules such as caspase proteins. However, these signaling

molecules are only temporarily presented before the cells

undergo secondary necrosis, which is similar to necrotic cell

death.[40] Therefore, a time-dependent study is necessary to

distinguish apoptosis from necrosis.

In order to test our hypothesis, the intensity of apoptotic

(Caspase-3/7 assay) and necrotic (LDH assay) processes after

1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 h of CdTe NP exposure were measured

(Figure 7). At these time points the culture medium was

collected for the LDH assay, while the remaining cells on
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinhe
plates and scaffolds were further processed

for the Caspase-3/7 assay. In both cultures,

the apoptosis and necrosis values had

similar trends yet they displayed substantial

differences. In 2D cultures, the LDH assay

value gradually increased until 8 h and then

suddenly jumped, while in spheroid cul-

tures it was slightly enhanced until 12 h

followed by a moderate increase between

12 and 24 h. Since a sudden increase of

LDH leakage designates the point of

prevalent necrosis or secondary necrosis

at the end of apoptotic cell death, these

data demonstrate that necrotic points of

spheroid culture, either by necrosis or

apoptosis, are much more retarded than

2D culture.

The caspase assay results more clearly

showed phenotypic effects. In 2D culture,

the caspase activity continuously decreased

with different levels of retrenchment over

time, gradually diminishing for 2 h before

rapidly dropping. Please note that we

intentionally used a relatively high con-

centration of unmodified CdTe NPs. On

the other hand, in spheroid culture an

initial jump in the caspase activity was first

observed, followed by a gradual decrease.

We also observed inherently higher caspase

activity in 2D cultures than spheroid

cultures similar to MTT results. Our data

obviously indicate that cells in spheroid

culture undergo more apoptotic processes

than 2D culture due to the cellular

phenotypic change.
Our results are well-correlated with previous animal

testing results.[6,12–14,41] For example, Zhang et al. reported

that intravenous injection of CdTe NPs into rats did not cause
im small 2009, 5, No. 10, 1213–1221
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any damage to major organs. Although locomotive activity

was reduced shortly after dosing, it returned to normal within

24 h.[11] In fact, nanoscale materials undergo various physio-

logical processes in the body, including circulating in the blood

stream, accumulating in specific organs, cellular uptake, and

renal excretion.[42–45] It seems that such diverse and complex

physiological processes cooperatively act to mitigate the toxic

effects of NPs in vivo.

Similar to our findings, the reduced toxic effects of drug

compounds in multicellular spheroid culture models were

previously reported by other investigators.[46] Also, there are

several reports highlighting the unique opportunities of

spheroid culture to an in vitro toxicity testing application.[47,48]

Nevertheless, it has not been widely accepted in the actual

toxicity screening field because there are still technical barriers

preventing current spheroid culture systems from being used

in practical and industrial applications, such as standardiza-

tion, reproducibility, high yields, and simple manipulation for

experimental intervention and assay purposes. Hydrogel ICC

scaffolds significantly improve all these issues. Highly

controlled ICC structure and material resulted in excellent

control and standardization of prepared liver tissue spheroids.

A simple and versatile fabrication method allows the mass

production of a diverse range of macro- and microscale ICC

scaffolds. It can also be readily combined with currently

utilized high-throughput screening (HTS) equipment. Addi-

tionally, the transparent hydrogel matrix enables the deep

confocal 3D imaging of spheroids that is essential for high

content analysis (HCA).[49,50]

In perspective, one can also envision other advantages of

spheroid culture system. i) It enables long-term toxicity

testing. Currently, all 2D culture-based toxicity testing is short

term (less than a few days) due to continuous cell growth.

However, longer toxicity testing is necessary to understand

how toxic molecules affect cellular behavior not instantly but

gradually, such as chronic exposure to toxic substances. The

quiescent phenotype observed in spheroid culture is beneficial

to treating cells for a longer period of time. ii) It can be used as

a model system for understanding tissue-level healing

processes after damage by toxic substances. As shown before,

the interior spheroid was protected by an outer layer of cells,

suggesting a capacity in spheroid culture for physiological

repair, which is closer to real tissue biology. iii) Applying this

system to tumor spheroids would be a very appropriate model

system for testing the effectiveness of newly engineered NPs

that are related to cancer treatments, such as tumor cell

targeting and delivering therapeutics into solid tumors.

3. Conclusions

In this study, the 3D-cell-culture model for NP toxicity

testing was introduced and great differences in comparison

with common 2D cell cultures were demonstrated. Moreover,

the data in 3D cell cultures obtained here correlate well with

the data for animal tests, which show the future potential of

this technique. Two important aspects of the 3D spheroid

culture exemplify the differences with 2D cultures and the

greater resemblance to in vivo tissue-like physiological
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responses: i) tissue-like mass transport due to dense tissue-

like cell clusters and ECM layer and ii) cell phenotype changes

due to intensified cell–cell interactions. Accurate prediction of

potential toxicity of NPs in the body is an essential step to

designate proper boundaries for their applications. The ICC

scaffold-based spheroid culture system would be a valuable

tool for undertaking this task as an initial testing platform,

additionally producing physiologically relevant toxicological

information. We also anticipate that it potentially can be

applied to in vitro toxicity testing of new drug candidate

compounds.
4. Experimental Section

Hydrogel ICC scaffold fabrication: The size of soda lime glass

beads were controlled after multiple sieving steps to a diameter of

156.85W 8.4mm. CC templates (D¼6mm, H¼ 0.5–0.8mm,

where H is the height) were prepared following a previously

described method. The CC was transferred to a glass vial having

slightly larger dimension (D¼6.5mm). A prepared precursor

solution composed of 30% w/w acrylamide, 5% w/w N,N-

methylenebisacrylamide, and 0.1% v/v N,N,N,N-tetramethylethy-

lenediamine in nitrogen-purged deionized water was infiltrated

into the CC in a glass vial by centrifugation and polymerized upon

addition of 1% w/w potassium peroxide solution. Upon hydrogel

formation in the glass vial, the CC was separated from the bulk

hydrogel and only the top part was thoroughly scratched using a

razor blade. Subsequently, the glass beads were dissolved in 5%

v/v hydrogen fluoride solution for 24 h. The ICC scaffolds were

sequentially washed with acidic solution at pH 3.0 for 1 day,

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution for 1 day, and deionized

water for 2 days. Finally, the ICC scaffolds were freeze-dried and

preserved in a dried state until use.

CdTe nanoparticle synthesis: Cd(ClO4)2 �H2O, HSCH2CH(NH2)

CO2H (L-cysteine), H2SO4, and (C8H16ClN)n (poly(diallyldimethy-

lammonium chloride), PDDA), were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich;

Al2Te was obtained from Cerac, Inc.; NaOH was obtained from

Fluka; CH3COCH3 was obtained from Fisher; all chemicals were

used without further purification; water was purified using 18 mV

deionized water (Barnstead E-pure System).

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed with a Digital

Instruments NanoScope IIIa surface probe microscope. AFM

specimens were prepared on a silicon wafer cleaned with acetone

and subsequently soaked in 0.5% PDDA. AFM images were

analyzed using NanoScope1 III software tools. Fluorospectro-

scopic measurements were made using a Jobin Yvon Horiba

FluoroMax-3.

L-Cysteine stabilized CdTe NPs were prepared according to the

literature.[51,52] Briefly, 2.35 mmol of Cd(ClO4)2 �H2O and 5.7 mmol

of L-cysteine were dissolved in 125mL of deionized water; the

pH was rapidly adjusted to 11.2–11.4 using 1 M NaOH and

placed in a three-necked flask and deaerated with N2. H2Te gas

was introduced to this solution by the reaction of 0.46 mmol

Al2Te3 and 20mL of 0.5 M H2SO4 in a separate three-necked flask.

The solution was nitrogen-purged for an additional 30min, at

which time the CdTe NP solution was refluxed to achieve the
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desired NP size. The resulting CdTe NPs were stabilized with a

monolayer of L-cysteine, had an average diameter ranging from 2.4

to 6.0 nm (depending on the reflux time) with a corresponding

photoluminescence ranging from 550 to 650 nm, and a concen-

tration on the order of 10S4–10S6
M, respectively.

Au nanoparticle synthesis: Au NPs having two different

stabilizers were synthesized following the previously reported

method.[53] Briefly, a 20mL of aqueous solution containing

2.5T 10S4
M HAuCl4 and 2.5T10S4

M trisodium citrate was

mixed with 0.6mL of ice-cold 0.1 M NaBH4 solution while stirring.

In a few minutes, citrate–Au NPs were prepared with a diameter of

3.5W 0.7 nm. A 7.5mL aqueous solution containing 2.5T 10S4
M

HAuCl4 and 0.08 M CTAB was mixed with 0.05mL of 0.1 M of

ascorbic acid solution. CTAB–Au NPs with a diameter of

5.5W 0.6 nm were prepared by adding 2.5mL of citrate–Au

solution while stirring.

Cell culture and NP treatment: Rehydrated hydrogel ICC

scaffolds in PBS solution were sterilized by immersion in 70%

ethanol for 15min under UV light. ICC scaffolds were then washed

with PBS three times and transferred into a 48-well plate (Corning,

NY). For 2D culture, a 12-well plate was used. Human hepatocel-

lular carcinoma cell line HepG2 (HB-8065) was purchased from

ATCC (Manassas, VA). Cell culture media was composed of

William’s E Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were cultured

in T-75 culture flasks at 37 -C with 5% CO2 until they reached the

desired population. Cells were detached from the culture flask

using 2.5% trypsin–ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solu-

tion, and the concentration of the collected cell suspension was

adjusted to 25T106 cells mLS1. 5T105 cells in 20mL were

dropped on top of ICC scaffolds and then 1mL of culture media

was gently added. For 2D culture, 1T105 cells were seeded in

each well of a 12-well plate containing 1mL of culture media. A

half volume of media was changed daily for 5 days. On day 6 of

culture, media was changed with 10mg mLS1 CdTe NP solution in

William’s E medium, and a control culture was maintained with

only William’s E medium. After incubation for 12 and 24 h (also

some interval time points), CdTe exposure and control cultures

were characterized.

Optical and confocal microscopes: Cell morphology was

observed using an inverted microscope with 10T and 20T
objectives (Nikon TS100) and a digital camera with imaging

software (MicroPublisher, QImaging). Cell viability was observed

using a Live/Dead Viability kit (Molecular Probes) and a Leica TCS

SP2 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany). CdTe

exposure and control culture were incubated with 2mM calcein

and 4mM ethidium homodimer-1 for 40min at 37 -C. Under a laser

excitation of 488 nm, live cells were imaged as green using a

510–540-nm emission filter, and dead cells stained by ethidium

homodimer-1 were imaged as red using a 600–630-nm emission

filter.

Scanning electron microscopy: SEM was used to characterize

cellular morphology. Cells in sample scaffolds and on 2D glass

slides were fixed overnight with 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution. The

samples were then dehydrated through a series of ethanol

solution concentrations of 50%, 70%, 90%, 95%, and 100%,

and then freeze dried. Before imaging, completely dried samples

were coated with Au (Desktop2, Venton Vacuum, Inc.). A FEI Nova
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Nanolab (University of Michigan Electron Microbeam Analysis

Laboratory) was used for SEM imaging.

LDH assay: LDH leakage from dead cells was analyzed using

an LDH Assay kit (Promega, WI). A diluted supernatant of 50mL

was mixed with 50mL of reagent and incubated for 30min at room

temperature. A stop solution of 50mL was then added, and

absorbance at 490 nm was measured using a Synergy2 microplate

reader (BioTek, VT).

MTT assay: Mitochondria activity was quantified using an MTT

Assay kit (ATCC, VA). The medium was aspirated and 500mL of

fresh serum-free medium was added with 50mL of MTT reagent.

After incubation for 3 h, 500mL of detergent solution was added

and incubated for an additional 2 h. The scaffolds and cell lyses

solutions were transferred into 1.5mL centrifuge tubes. Scaffolds

were completely destroyed using forceps and further sonication.

After centrifugation for 5min at 1 000 rpm, 200mL of supernatant

solution was collected and the absorbance was measured at

590 nm (sample) and 630 nm (reference). The difference in activity

between normal and CdTe NP exposure cultures was used as a

cytotoxicity indicator. All measurements were performed in

triplicate, and six independent experiments were carried out.

Apoptosis assay: Caspase activity was measured using a

Caspase-3/7 assay kit (Promega). After treatment of CdTe NPs, the

culture media was completely removed for the LDH assay. The

scaffolds were transferred into a 1.5-mL centrifuge tube and

250mL of 1T cell lyses buffer solution (Promega) was added. The

scaffolds were then crushed into small pieces with a microcen-

trifuge sample pestle and sonicated for 3–5 s. In 2D cultures,

250mL of 1T cell lyses buffer was added. Then 250mL of

Caspase-3/7 assay reagent was added to each sample solution

and incubated for 2 h at room temperature. To maintain the same

sample preparation conditions, cell lysate in 2D cultures was

transferred into a 1.5mL centrifuge tube and briefly sonicated to

make a homogeneous dispersion. Sample-containing centrifuge

tubes were centrifuged for 5min at 1 000 rpm to precipitate

scaffolds or cell debris. 200mL of supernatant solution was

collected in a white-wall luminescence plate. Luminescent

intensity was measured using a microplate reader with a 10 s

integration time.
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